1. Attendance cards

2. Did you receive an e-mail from me this morning?
   - The CS314 course home has been set up

3. Project #0 due today

4. Quiz #1 is scheduled on Tuesday next week (May 16)

5. Lecture #1 Review: Quiz #1 questions: #1 ~ #8 (PART I) covered on 05/09.
   - We will cover the rest of the questions today
   - Review Quiz #1 questions at the end of today (5/11)

   - Slide #15 (“Evolution of operating systems”)
   - The exercise questions on May 11
     - QUESTION #1: homework
     - QUESTION #2
     - QUESTION #3
     - QUESTION #4 & #5: How do operating systems make sure all user application programs go through the operating systems?
       - Hardware: two processor modes (“Processor_Modes.ppt”)
       - Software: system calls (and APIs) (slide 010 in “OS_Intro.ppt”)
         - QUESTION #6 & #7: homework

7. Start: “Chapter_01_Part2.ppt”
   - Quiz #1 questions (PART II)